When the same phenotype evolves repeatedly, we can explore the predictability of genetic changes underlying phenotypic evolution. Theory suggests that genetic parallelism is less likely when phenotypic changes are governed by many small-effect loci compared to few of major effect, because different combinations of genetic changes can result in the same quantitative outcome. However, some genetic trajectories might be favoured over others, making a shared genetic basis to repeated polygenic evolution more likely. To examine this, we studied the genetics of parallel male mating song evolution in the Hawaiian cricket Laupala. We compared quantitative trait loci (QTL) underlying song divergence in three species pairs varying in phenotypic distance. We tested whether replicated song divergence between species involves the same QTL and whether the likelihood of QTL sharing is related to QTL effect size. Contrary to theoretical predictions, we find substantial parallelism in polygenic genetic architectures underlying repeated song divergence. QTL overlapped more frequently than expected based on simulated QTL analyses. Interestingly, QTL effect size did not predict QTL sharing, but did correlate with magnitude of phenotypic divergence. We highlight potential mechanisms driving these constraints on cricket song evolution and discuss a scenario that consolidates empirical quantitative genetic observations with micro-mutational theory.
Introduction
Parallel phenotypic evolution offers a unique opportunity to explore the possible routes from genotype to phenotype and associated variations in fitness. Common genetic mechanisms involved in parallel phenotypic evolution offer strong support for evolution by natural selection [1, 2] , because it is unlikely that stochastic processes such as mutation and drift would repeatedly act on the same genes. Identifying common genetic mechanisms also allows us to assess the predictability of evolutionary changes more broadly. Are the same genomic loci, genes, alleles or nucleotides involved in the repeated evolution of the same trait [3] [4] [5] [6] ? The answers to these fundamental evolutionary questions have wide-ranging applications, including in medicine [7] and biodiversity management [8] .
Current evidence suggests that parallel phenotypic evolution, i.e. repeated divergence of the same phenotype in independent species pairs (see also [9] ), can be explained by shared ( parallel) genetic mechanisms [3, 10] . Theoretical work has shown that parallel genetic evolution is more likely when selection is strong, allelic effect sizes are high, adaptation involves few loci and when selection favours the same phenotypes in diverging populations [11] [12] [13] [14] . Accordingly, several traits that experience strong ecological selection pressures and are controlled by one or few genetic loci have been found to evolve repeatedly by changes in the same gene, e.g. wing pattern mimicry in butterflies by optix [15] and heavy metal tolerance in populations of Silene vulgaris [16] . Conversely, parallel phenotypic evolution of traits controlled by many loci of small effect and mostly evolving through soft rather than hard selective sweeps [17, 18] , should be less likely to share genetic bases. Accordingly, population genetic [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] and simulation studies [24] have supported the hypothesis of an independent genetic basis for polygenic adaptation.
Nonetheless, some studies examining the genetic architecture of repeatedly evolving quantitative traits have reported reuse of quantitative trait loci (QTL) [9, 25, 26] , genes [27] [28] [29] and even nucleotides [30, 31] . With further study, these empirical findings may represent a more general pattern for two reasons. First, ancestral polymorphisms at QTL may increase the likelihood of genetic parallelism by presenting opportunity for repeated recruitment of the same loci in parallel divergence events. Second, while many possible genetic trajectories might cause similar phenotypic changes, they probably carry differential fitness consequences, making some trajectories more common than others. This seems especially true when some allelic variants or allele combinations suffer fewer constraints from, e.g. negative pleiotropy [10, 32, 33] .
It is also worth noting that QTL of large effect may, in fact, be owing to the spatially clustered accumulation of many small effect quantitative trait nucleotides (QTN) that effectively inherit as a single QTL of large effect [34, 35] . This would result in fewer detected QTL in empirical studies and increases the likelihood of finding shared QTL between independent divergence events, even if different mutations are involved. Theory suggests that a synergy between migration, selection and drift in a background of genomic rearrangements can foster the consolidation of many independently segregating QTN into QTL of large effect [24, 36] . In this context, fewer adaptive QTL means fewer maladaptive allelic combinations segregate following recombination during divergence. Much of life's complexity in both plants and animals is quantitative and evolves by many genetic changes of small effect (i.e. polygenic genetic architectures; [37, 38] ), yet empirical studies of the mechanisms and genetic architecture underlying replicated polygenic divergence are rare in the empirical literature. Particularly underappreciated is the parallel genetic evolution of divergent sexual behaviours, despite their prominent role in repeatedly driving natural variation across the animal kingdom [39, 40] .
Here, we examine the extent of parallel genetic divergence underlying repeated cases of mating song evolution in the Hawaiian swordtail cricket genus Laupala (figure 1a). The 38 species of Laupala are morphologically cryptic, flightless, forest-dwellers with geographical ranges endemic to single islands within the archipelago. Many species will interbreed under laboratory conditions, but all closely related as well as sympatric species have evolved conspicuous differences in the male mating song that conspecific females prefer, and that correspond to hypothesized species boundaries [42] . Male songs are simple pulse trains produced by single wing strokes at regular intervals [43] . The diversification of male mating song in Laupala is quantitative in nature, largely owing to pulse rates ranging from relatively slow to relatively fast.
With the results of two new QTL experiments, and integrating results from two previous studies [42, 44] , we compare the location and effect size of pulse rate QTL that contribute to the differences between the species of three independently diverged species pairs (six species in total). Two forms of evidence support the assertion that mating song has evolved independently between species of each pair. First, a molecular phylogeny shows that each species pair shares an exclusive common ancestor ( [41] ; figure 1a ). Indeed, one species pair (Laupala cerasina × Laupala eukolea) is part of the cerasina species group, which is some 3.5 Myr diverged from the pacifica species group to which the other two pairs belong (Laupala paranigra × Laupala kona and Laupala pruna × Laupala kohalensis). Second, in the case of the pacifica group pairs, a shared most recent common ancestor to all four species was probably endemic to the Big Island of Hawaii, dating the divergence to 0.45 Mya [41] . Despite this close relationship, distinctive song divergence has occurred within each species pair (figure 1a), resulting in differences in pulse rates that are either slow-medium (L. paranigra × L. kona) or medium-fast (L. pruna × L. kohalensis). Thus, based on current evidence, the comparisons of species differences are made not only among phylogenetically independent pairs of species (independent contrasts) but between species characterized by distinctive outcomes involving the same trait. Within this framework, we test two predictions emerging from the theoretical and empirical work discussed above: (i) when the potential for numerous, small genetic changes underlies phenotypic evolution, as is expected for quantitative traits, repeated divergence events in such traits are unlikely to share a common genetic basis (e.g. [32, 45] ); and (ii) when loci are shared among divergence events, they will be those of relatively larger phenotypic effect [11, 13] .
Methods

(a) Samples
Comparative QTL mapping was done combining results from a previously published QTL study involving an interspecies cross between L. cerasina and L. eukolea (hereafter referred to as 'CerEuk') [42] , and from two new QTL analyses involving L. kona and L. paranigra (KonPar), and, L. pruna and L. kohalensis (PruKoh). A combination of wild-caught and laboratory-reared individuals was used for the parental crosses. For the new analyses presented here, we crossed one male (L. kona or L. pruna) and one female (L. paranigra or L. kohalensis) of each species pair, then individually sibling-mated multiple male and female first-generation hybrid offspring to generate 263 (KonPar) and 193 (PruKoh) second-generation hybrid (F 2 ) males. Details about the other crosses are in [46] and [42] .
(b) Genotypes
DNA from parental and all second-generation hybrid offspring (KonPar: n = 263; PruKoh: n = 193; CerEuk: n = 230 and ParKoh n = 178) was isolated using the DNeasy Blood & Tissue Kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA, USA) and sequenced following the genotype-by-sequencing (GBS) protocol [47] with Pst I, obtaining 100 bp reads on the Illumina HiSeq 2000 (Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA). After quality control and processing of the raw reads, genotypes were called using an approach combining FREE-BAYES [48] and the Genome Analysis Toolkit [49, 50] after which genotypes were filtered based on stringent criteria and only retaining bi-allelic single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) with less than 10% missing data. Further details for genotype calling and filtering have been described previously [42, 46] . show the location of the QTL peak and the limits of the 95% Bayesian credible interval. Red dashed lines connect markers close to or at the QTL peak that are shared between one or more crosses (see also the electronic supplementary material, tables S2 & S3 and figure S1). (Online version in colour.)
(c) Phenotypes
royalsocietypublishing.org/journal/rspb Proc. R. Soc. B 286: 20191479 pulse period (the beginning of one pulse to the beginning of the following pulse) was measured from five independent periods (accurate to 10 ms) and transformed to pulse rates (the inverse of pulse period). Recording and quantification of song variation followed established procedures [51] .
(d) Linkage maps
The linkage maps and detailed methods regarding their assembly have been described previously [42, 46] . In short, marker loci (ancestry informative loci not deviating significantly from 1 : 2 : 1 or 1 : 1 ratios for autosomal or X-linked inheritance, respectively) were grouped into linkage groups (LGs) using JOINMAP 4.0 [52] and MAPMAKER 3.0 [53, 54] at log-of-odds (LOD) > 5. Then, for each LG, we used markers that had identical order in JOINMAP and MAPMAKER to create a high confidence scaffolding map. The scaffolding map was then filled-out in MAPMAKER by iteratively adding markers at log-likelihood thresholds of 3.0, 2.0 and then 1.0, randomly permutating marker orders in seven marker windows to explore alternative orders between each round.
(e) Quantitative trait loci scan
The first goal of this study was to find the number and location of genomic loci underlying pulse rate variation and estimate their contribution to phenotypic divergence. The QTL scans and comparative QTL analyses were done in R [55] and custom codes are available at github.com/thomasblankers/QTLreuse. We detected QTL using single-QTL scans followed by multiple QTL mapping (MQM) in r/QTL as described previously [42] . Thresholds for including additional QTL at false-positive error rate lower than 0.05 were based on 1000 permutations. QTL effect sizes were calculated from the MQM models using dropone term ANOVA. Based on the total detected QTL and their effect sizes estimated from the MQM models, we estimated the true number of loci (and power to detect QTL) following the equations in [56] using the script QTL_power_detect.r available at https://github.com/thomasblankers/statistics/.
(f ) Quantitative trait loci overlap
We tested whether any of the detected QTL in the three independent contrasts (CerEuk, KonPar and PruKoh) overlapped. For each of the detected QTL, we calculated 95% Bayesian credible intervals (BCIs). QTL reuse was inferred when BCIs overlapped between any two (referred to as 'double QTL' from hereon) or all three (triple QTL) species pairs. QTL present in one cross that did not overlap with any other QTL were dubbed 'unique QTL'. To test whether the observed extent of QTL overlap would be expected by chance, we first approximated the probability that we would find six overlapping QTL by chance. The probability was approximated using 100 000 simulations where at each iteration two confidence intervals of s cM (average confidence interval size) were placed on an LG of length l cM (average LG length), n times (where n is the number of detected QTL) using custom code (https://github. com/thomasblankers/qtlreuse). This is similar to an approach using the hypergeometric probability density test in [57] , except that the latter method is an exact test statistic, but does not account for the fact that QTL cannot span across LGs.
To more realistically reflect the conditions of our comparative QTL experiment, we also simulated the entire analysis (linkage mapping, QTL mapping, QTL overlap) 1000 times and retained quantiles on the extent of QTL overlap when QTL effects are randomly distributed across the genome. We first obtained a simulated linkage map with eight LGs (one of which was X-linked) of lengths varying between 150 cM and 75 cM and randomly placed markers on that map averaging a marker every 2 cM. We then randomly distribute 16 'true' loci with their effect sizes drawn from an exponential distribution with mean 0.047 pulses s −1 (corresponding to the overall mean effect size across all QTL detected in PruKoh, KonPar and CerEuk) on that map. We simulated a QTL cross object using the simulated map and phenotypes for 200 F 2 individuals. Using 'stepwiseqtl', we performed an automated version of MQM to identify and localize the randomly drawn QTL effects and calculated BCIs for each of the identified QTL. Through 1000 iterations of two simulated QTL scans per iteration, we tested if any one or more of the BCIs in the two simulated QTL scans overlapped and counted the number of overlapping BCIs in each iteration. Any BCI overlap here is purely stochastic as the effect size and location of the QTL in the two parallel simulated crosses are randomly drawn from a hypothetical distribution of QTL. However, the linkage map, the number of 'true' loci and the effect size distribution are based on our observations for the three crosses studied here (see Results).
(g) Parallel quantitative trait loci effects
There is considerable variation in the magnitude of phenotypic divergence between parental lines across the three species crosses analysed here, as well as a fourth cross, between L. kohalensis and L. paranigra, examined in a previous study [44] . The latter cross is not independent of the KonPar and PruKoh crosses but provides an interesting contrast with respect to increasing time since divergence and phenotypic distance (figure 1a). The phenotypic difference between L. kohalensis and L. paranigra is 3.01 pulses per second, whereas parental lines of KonPar, CerEuk and PruKoh differ by 1.46, 1.66 and 1.64 pulses s −1 , respectively. We asked whether the magnitude of phenotypic divergence was related to the (detected or estimated total) number of QTL, which is expected if pulse rate evolution occurs by accumulating variants in additional genomic regions, or by increasing the average QTL effect size, which is expected if pulse rate evolution occurs by accumulating variants in genomic regions where other causal variants already reside or by selection favouring variants of increasingly larger phenotypic effect in those regions.
To further examine the genetic basis of repeated pulse rate evolution, we asked whether QTL of larger effect are more likely to be shared, following theoretical research that suggests genetic parallelism is more likely when phenotypic effects are larger [11] [12] [13] . We tested whether QTL effect size (calculated above) was predicted by the extent of sharing (factor with three levels: 'unique', 'double' or 'triple'), after accounting for species-specific effects (factor with three levels: 'KonPar', 'PruKoh' and 'CerEuk') using an analysis of covariance.
Results
(a) Sequencing and linkage mapping
For the linkage maps, 650 (KonPar) and 325 (PruKoh), SNP markers were grouped into eight LGs at a LOD threshold of 5. Using a combination of JOINMAP [52] and MAPMAKER [53, 54] to iteratively order markers within LGs at decreasing stringency of linkage criteria, we obtained two collinear maps (electronic supplementary material, figure S1 ). The total map lengths were 887.3 cM (KonPar) and 1056.3 cM (PruKoh), corresponding to an average marker spacing of 1.37 cM and 3.25 cM, respectively (electronic supplementary material, figure S1 ). The average sequencing depth (± s.d.) per linkage map marker across individuals was 38.1× (± 23.8), and 41.8× (± 29.3) for KonPar and PruKoh, respectively. More detailed results on the linkage maps (and collinearity) have been published previously [46] . 1c,d and table 2 ). In addition, two significant interactions were found for KonPar (but not for any of the other crosses), involving QTL on LG1 and LG4, and on LG1 and
LG5 (table 1) . In all three crosses, multiple loci of small (less than 5% of the parental difference) to moderate (less than 17% of the parental difference) effect were found on the same six autosomal (all but LG6) and the X-linked LGs (tables 1 and 2; electronic supplementary material, table S1).
Using the framework in [56] , we estimated the total number of QTL in each cross (assuming an exponential model and estimating the detection threshold, θ, for QTL from the data). The predicted total number of QTL was 12.05 (95% confidence interval: 5.79-21.72; θ = 0.0135) for KonPar and 19.78 (9.05-36.83; θ = 0.0418) for PruKoh. Based on the data in Table 3 in [42] , the total number of QTL for CerEuk is estimated at 16.60 (7.14-32.12). Table 1 . QTL results for PruKoh. (QTL were mapped using 193 F 2 individuals. LG, linkage group; LOD, log-of-odds. A and B alleles denote L. pruna and L. kohalensis alleles, respectively. QTL effects are shown as the estimated effect in pulses s −1 derived from the multiple QTL model and as the per cent variance explained relative to the parental difference (1.64 pulses s −1 ). All QTL effects are significantly different from zero (*p < 0.05; † p < 0.01). X-linked marker genotype classes are A0 and B0 because males are hemizygous.)
LG position LOD The chance of finding six overlapping confidence intervals of average size 21.8 cM for a total of seven detected QTL that are each located on a separate LG of average size 121.5 cM is 0.004. If there are a total of nine QTL, this probability increases to 0.025. To account for the fact that there are more possible QTL than the ones we detected, we calculated the probability that the number of shared QTL (six between KonPar and PruKoh, five between CerEuk and both KonPar and PruKoh) would be observed by chance, given the true number of QTL (between 12 and 20) and the detected QTL (between seven and nine). Ninety-five per cent of the simulated comparative QTL experiments resulted in fewer than four shared QTL and only 1% resulted in six shared QTL. In addition, we found that shared QTL in simulations were typically those with relatively broad confidence intervals, while in the data we observe overlap even between QTL with relatively narrow confidence intervals (e.g. LG1 and LG3; figure 1d ).
Despite significant overlap in QTL locations, phenotypic effects of shared QTL varied among the crosses. We inspected the relationship between phenotypic effect size, the number of QTL, and the magnitude of phenotypic divergence between the parental species. The phenotypic difference was unrelated to the number of detected QTL (r 2 = 0.01, F 1,2 = 0.03, p = 0.8862) or the estimated true number of loci (r 2 = 0.10, F 1,2 = 0.23, p = 0.6797), but was significantly associated with the average effect size (in pulses s −1 ) across all detected QTL (r 2 = 0.96, F 1,2 = 68.01, p = 0.0144; figure 2a ). Furthermore, we found no association between effect size and QTL sharing (F 2,19 = 1.41, p = 0.2680; figure 2b) . Post hoc tests further revealed that average effect sizes did not differ significantly among any categories of QTL sharing. This indicates that QTL reuse is not biased towards QTL of larger effect.
Discussion
In the evolution of quantitative traits, multiple genetic trajectories can achieve the same net phenotypic effect. However, repeated use of the same genetic elements underlying parallel phenotypic evolution suggests that there are only few feasible genetic pathways towards phenotypic change. Thus far, theoretical and empirical research primarily has focused on the recurrent use of major effect loci [3, 10, 58, 59] . This focus leaves important gaps in our knowledge about genetic parallelism, because phenotypes controlled by many genes of small effect represent most of animal and plant diversity and are central to quantitative genetic theory [37, 60, 61] .
Here, we asked whether the genetic architecture underlying mating song divergence between Hawaiian swordtail cricket species is shared among phylogenetically independent species pairs. The Laupala radiation is a powerful study system to address the genetics of parallel phenotypic evolution. The 38 morphologically and ecologically cryptic species, which display conspicuous species boundaries in the wild but can interbreed in the laboratory, have evolved conspicuous differences in mating signals and preferences on short evolutionary timescales. Recent, repeated evolution in this significant barrier to gene flow provides a fascinating natural context to study the evolutionary genetics of sexual selection and speciation.
We find that repeated and independent interspecific divergences of Laupala mating songs involve broadly similar genetic architectures (figure 1) and have more QTL in common than would be expected by chance. Therefore, we reject the hypothesis that repeated episodes of divergence in polygenic traits travel along unique evolutionary genetic trajectories, providing important evidence for genetic constraints on polygenic evolution of courtship song. Our result agrees with previous studies in this system in that pulse rate divergence in Laupala is caused by many, additive loci of small to moderate effect [44, 62, 63] , but goes further to show common QTL underlying these changes. Our study further shows that effect size does not predict whether a QTL is likely to be reused in independent, parallel divergence events (figure 2; see also [9] ). Consequently, we also reject the hypothesis based on recent theoretical work [13] that loci of relatively larger effect are more likely to diverge in parallel than those of smaller effect.
(a) Genomic constraints on polygenic evolution
Our results indicate genomic constraints to polygenic sexual signal evolution in Laupala crickets. First, we found that at least five QTL overlapped between any species pair. Our simulations suggest that the probability of observing five or six QTL in common between crosses is less than 5%, given the size of LGs and QTL confidence intervals, the number of QTL, and their effect size. These results thus provide evidence that QTL from overlapping regions of homologous
LGs are recruited repeatedly as species diverged in pulse rate. With current data, while we can conclude that these changes occur within the same QTL regions, at least some of which span just a few cM, whether they have occurred in the same genes must await identification of the specific genes involved.
Second, comparing QTL effect sizes between species pairs sharing QTL revealed that when phenotypic divergence increases over time, this is achieved not by recruiting additional QTL, but rather by larger effects at existing QTL. Some caution in the interpretation of our findings is necessary here, as most of the resolution to detect the relationships is the result of a single cross, that of the most phenotypically diverged L. kohalensis and L. paranigra. We found that average effect size, across all QTL, scales linearly with the magnitude of the pulse rate difference (figure 2a). Conversely, we found no relationship between the average QTL effect size and the number of detected QTL that explain species differences in pulse rate. Thus, elaboration of pulse rate differences is associated with larger effects of the same QTL, rather than with additional QTL elsewhere in the genome. Effect size variation among shared QTL suggests that these regions contain distinct, but closely linked, variants or combinations of variants. Because average QTL effect size in each cross and the associated total phenotypic difference increase with increasing divergence times, a reasonable hypothesis is that QTL regions harbour multiple, tightly linked variants of small effect that have accumulated over time.
There are two leading candidate explanations for the observed molecular constraints. First, there is evidence that song rhythm QTL in Laupala fall in regions enriched for genes with neuronal and motor rhythmic functions [42] , suggesting that pulse rate differentiation might be controlled by clusters of closely linked genes. This would mean that there are spatial limits on where in the genome variation is generated (through de novo mutations and recombination of standing genetic variation), on which selection can act [2, 3, 58, 64] . This will inevitably result in more parallel genetic architectures, because repeated phenotypic evolution would be powered by (the same or different) substitutions in the same cluster. Interestingly, multiple substitutions may accumulate across genes within a cluster, and jointly contribute to the phenotypic effect of the QTL [34, 35] , especially if genomic rearrangements are favourable under the selectionmigration balance [24, 36] .
Second, pulse rate and pulse rate preference QTL co-localize in the Laupala genome [65] [66] [67] , suggesting that trait-preference coevolution in Laupala is driven by tight genomic linkage. Similar to linkage of multiple song genes in tight clusters, linkages between song and preference genes would create differential fitness among the possible routes of male song evolution and those routes that result in the highest mating success of males and females would be favoured. This follows because divergence in sexual phenotypes often requires trait-preference coevolution for the system to remain functional during evolutionary change, i.e. coordinated divergence in signalling and receiver traits [61, 68] . It is thus conceivable that linkage or pleiotropy underlying the genes of male and female traits in Laupala are contributing to the patterns of QTL sharing that we observed.
Another source of constraint on the molecular pathways towards phenotypic change is when adaptation results mostly from standing genetic variation. Species sharing a common ancestor are also likely to share these variants. By contrast, de novo variants are less likely to be shared [4, 18] . Our current data do not allow us to distinguish between the two alternatives. However, given the rapid evolution of Laupala species and their pulse rates on the one hand and the limited levels of pulse rate variation segregating within species on the other hand, both are probably important. Although parallel genetic mechanisms are more likely when standing genetic variation is involved, both theoretical and empirical work on polygenic trait evolution more often suggest independent genetic mechanisms [10, 32, 45] . By contrast, our finding of overlapping QTL for repeated pulse rate evolution contributes to a growing body of literature showing that parallel polygenic architectures may be more likely than previously thought [6, 9] , either because mutations arise de novo in narrow genomic regions [3, 35] or because recombination, migration, and selection result in clustering of causal variants in the genome [24] .
(b) Consolidating empirical observations with theory
Based on theory, we hypothesized that QTL sharing between species pairs would be both limited and more likely for QTL of large effect [11, 13] . By contrast, we found substantial QTL overlap that was unrelated to the magnitude of the QTL effect ( figure 2b) . This suggests phenotypic effect sizes do not predict the likelihood of genetic parallelism in polygenic evolution, underscoring the assertion that parallel evolution of polygenic traits remains poorly understood.
The QTL on LG5 and other shared QTL that show varying effect sizes depending on the species involved also reveal important qualities of quantitative trait evolution. The QTL underlying differences in more distantly related species that also have more divergent phenotypes, on average, show higher effect sizes than the orthologous QTL in more closely related species. Therefore, as we argued above, it is conceivable that QTL regions accumulate causal variants. There are several mechanisms that ultimately lead to a clustered genetic architecture, including genomic rearrangements [36] and a competitive advantage of linked variants (that have relatively larger joint effects and thus higher fitness) over unlinked small-effect variants [24] . The QTL that have accumulated multiple, tightly linked, small royalsocietypublishing.org/journal/rspb Proc. R. Soc. B 286: 20191479 effect variants will appear as if they are single variants of moderate to large effect. This may explain, in part, why larger effect loci are observed relatively frequently, while quantitative genetics theory predicts phenotypic evolution proceeds with small steps (i.e. adaptive walks) and can resolve the apparent contradiction between micro-mutational theory and ubiquitous observations of major effect loci.
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